Delaware Valley Science Fairs, Inc.

2021 IMPACT REPORT

Inspiring students and supporting STEM teachers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Southern New Jersey for over 72 years

260 teachers

1,519 6th-12th grade students participated in science and engineering fairs in PA, DE, and NJ

191 schools

775 students presented 740 research projects at the Virtual DVSF Science and Engineering Research Competition

407 volunteer judges participated in the 2021 DVSF Virtual Fair

725 students presented 740 research projects at the Virtual DVSF Science and Engineering Research Competition

44 middle school students (6th-8th grade) advanced to the 2021 Broadcom MASTERS® (Math, Applied Science, Technology, and Engineering for Rising Stars)

14 high school DVSF medalists competed for awards, prizes, and scholarships in the 2021 Virtual Regeneron ISEF (International Science and Engineering Fair)

253 scholarships totaling $4.5 million were awarded to 11th and 12th grade students from university partners and private donors

245 special awards totaling $21,200 were given by 38 partner organizations and professional societies
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